
P O L I T I C A L  M O S A I C

DEATH OF M. NICHOLAS DE KOZMA, HIGH 
COMMISIONER OF SUB-CARPATHIA

The political and social world of Hungary has suffered a 
serious loss. On December 7th. M. Nicholas de Kozma, High 
Commissioner of Sub-Carpathia, died at the age of fifty-seven. 
The Deceased was a distinguished personality of great ability. 
The versatility of his ability and his exceptional capacity as 
organiser and leader he placed at the service of his nation in 
many various fields of Hungarian life. During the first Great 
War he won distinction as a dauntless soldier; and after the War 
was advanced to the rank of colonel of hussars in the reserve. 
As president and general manager of the official news agency
— the Hungarian Telegraph Bureau —  and of the Hungarian 
Broadcasting Corporation (Radio), during the period following 
the collapse of the Dual Monarchy he organised and developed 
those institutions on a large scale. For a time he served also as 
Minister for the Interior. Later on the Regent appointed him 
High Commissioner for Sub-Carpathia.

With his name is connected the initiation of the Golden 
Age of Sub-Carpathia; for —  as he was fully justified in saying
—  the people of Sub-Carpathia never experienced such welfare 
(and certainly not during the days of the Czecho-Slovak regime) 
as has fallen to their share since the return of this territory 
to Hungary. He used superhuman efforts to further the economic 
prosperity of Sub-Carpathia and to solve the burning social 
problems with which that province was faced. The provision of 
opportunities of work galore, the establishment of undertakings, 
large-scale constructive work initiated in the interest of 
small existences, the building of railways and roads and the 
opening up of new sources of energy, —  these were among the 
principal achievements recorded to the credit of Nicholas de 
Kozma. This zealous activity displayed by Kozma was 
accompanied by an affection of unparalleled intensity, not only 
tor the Magyars, but more particularly for the Ruthenian 
inhabitants of this province; the primary object of his untiring 
efforts being to ensure a living, human rights, cultural and 
linguistic liberty to this national minority which has at all times 
clung so loyally and so unswervingly to the Magyar people.

The funeral was attended also by the Hungarian Prime 
Minister and the Hungarian Minister for the Interior; the funeral 
oration was delivered by Alexander llniczky, Adviser-in-Chief
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(Administrator) for Sub-Carpathia: there being present a large 
delegation representing the people of Sub-Carpathia, the said 
delegation including many simple Ruthenians. Among the 
wreaths placed on the grave of the great Deceased were those 
of the Regent of Hungary and of Dr. Frick, German Imperial 
Minister for the Interior.

DEATH OF JOSEPH SZENT-IVANY
The death of Joseph Szent-Ivany, onetime leader of the 

Magyar minority living in Czecho-Slovakia, has evoked a feeling 
of sincere sympathy everywhere in the re-incorporated districts 
of the Hungarian Highlands and among the Magyars of Slovakia. 
Joseph Szent-Ivany was one of the outstanding personalities in 
the political world of the minorities of the former Czecho-Slovak 
Republic. His political schooling dated from the period prior to 
the first Great War and its foundations were laid in Greater 
Hungary. He displayed a many-sided activity in particular in the 
organisation of small-holders. After the upheaval in 1918, when 
the Highlands were wrested from Hungary, he was the first to 
set to work to organise the political movement of the Magyar 
minority. At Komarom he established the National Magyar 
Small-Holders and Farmers Party. This organisation was the 
first militant association of the Magyar minority separated from 
the main body of the nation and incorporated in Czecho-Slovakia. 
Joseph Szent-Ivany’s original party was later on amalgamated 
with the older Magyar Law Party, the amalgamation being 
organised into the Magyar National Party. When the new 
minority life began Joseph Szent-Ivany was barely 36 years of 
age; but he was already the leader of the Magyar minority, a 
body comprising over a million souls. It is to his undying credit 
that from the very first moment his principal object was to weld 
into a single unit the Magyars of Czecho-Slovakia. At hte first 
elections in 1920 he figured on a joint list with the Christian 
Socialist Party, the result being that despite the monstrous terror 
employed by the Czechs in their endeavour to intimidate the 
electors the Magyar minority obtained two seats in the Prague 
Parliament. From that period onwards the Magyar National Party 
and the Christian Socialist Party worked in close co-operation 
on behalf of the Magyar minority. Joseph Szent-Ivany started 
the work of organisation in all fields alike. The first thing that 
was done was to lay the foundation of political organisation every
where in Czecho-Slovakia. The large-scale work involved was 
not long in showing results: at the second Czecho-Slovak
parliamentary elections held in 1925 already five Magyar 
deputies were delegated to represent the Magyar minority in 
Prague.

Szent-Ivany’s activity was not however confined to the
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political field. He was responsible also for organising the 
intellectual and cultural life of the Magyars living in Czecho
slovakia. He was one of the founders of the political daily of 
the Magyar minority, the Pragai Magyar Hirlap. Later on it was 
due to his initiative that the cultural periodical of the Magyars 
—  “Magyar Iras”  — was called into being. Once a year he 
convened an assembly of Magyar writers and intellectual leaders 
to meet in his country mansion and take part in the deliberations 
of the “Szent-Ivany Curia” . At these meetings of unforgettable 
memory the cultural problems of the Magyar minority were 
discussed and the questions of intellectual tendencies and of the 
publication of books were talked over. He himself preferred to 
speak of the matters discussed as “problems of intellectual 
production and distribution” . He rendered services of unforget
table value also in respect of the book-publishing activity of the 
Magyars of Czecho-Slovakia. It was he that called into being 
the Kazinczy Book-Publishing Institute, which for twenty years 
provided for the publication of the works of minority writers. 
He also functioned as a writer himself, using the "nom de guerre" 
Joseph Zerdahelyi. His prose writings contributed in no small 
measure to develop the literary consciousness of the Magyar 
minority of Czecho-Slovakia. He was also President of the 
Evangelical Magyar Association of Slovakia.

After the events ensuing in the autumn of 1938 he moved to 
Budapest and became Member of the Lower House of the 
Hungarian Parliament.

The deceased minority politician was a many-sided 
personality. The speeches made by him in the Prague Parliament 
were always “events” , not only for the Magyar minority of 
Czecho-Slovakia, but also for German and Czech political 
circles. He was a formidable opponent of Benes and his hench
men, who all feared his startling interruptions and his witty 
method of debate. The Magyars formerly playing the role of a 
minority —  with whom Szent-Ivany shared better and worse 
alike in the true spirit of a leader and a brother —  received the 
news of his death with feelings of profound mourning. The 
Magyar minority will ever treasure his memory.

HUNGARIAN PARLIAMENT UNANIMOUSLY PASSES BILL 
RELATING TO RE-INCORPORATION OF SOUTHERN

HUNGARY
Despite the intensive constructive work being done there, 

until the middle of December no measures had been taken to 
adjust the political status of Southern Hungary; it was to 
remedy this state of uncertainty that the Prime Minister sub
mitted the Bill relating to the union of this territory with the
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mother-country. This Bill provides for the parliamentary re
presentation of the re-incorparetd districts of Southern Hungary; 
and the Prime Minister proposed that 26 Deputies should be 
elected by those re-incorporated districts to sit in the Lower 
House. In addition the Regent is to appoint four Members to sit 
in the Upper House. This Bill also adjusts the questions of 
citizenship. In terms of the Bill every Hungarian citizen who 
possessed Hungarian citizenship already prior to the Treaty of 
Trianon is to obtain Hungarian citizenship today without any 
need for special measures on the part of the authorities, even if 
he resided in the re-incorporated districts of Southern Hungary 
without interruption from June 1st., 1931, to June 1st., 1941. The 
Hungarian citizenship thus re-acquired shall extend also to the 
wife and such children of every male thus re-naturalised who 
have not yet completed their fourteenth year. By this Bill the 
districts of Southern Hungary re-incorporated in April, 1941, 
become organically united with the mother-country.

At its meeting held on December 15th. the Lower House 
of the Hungarian Parliament passed the Bill with enthusiastic 
unanimity. The chief speakers of the several Parties expressed 
their grateful acknowledgment of the wisdom shown by the 
Regent in making it possible for the brave National Defence 
Army to recover the land which had for a thousand years at all 
times belonged to Hungary. The speakers stressed that Hungary 
had been provoked into taking her war measures, being compelled 
to do so because bloody attempts threatened the lives and 
property of the Magyars living in that region, —  because aerial 
attacks had already been launched against undefended Hungarian 
towns, —  because armed bands had crossed the Hungarian 
frontier, —  and because in any case Croatia had declared her 
independence before Hungary took any war measures, that 
meaning that Yugoslavia had de jure ceased to exist.

The Prime Minister expressed his gratitude for the unanim
ous approval of the Bill and established the fact that Divine 
Providence had now for the fourth time made it the duty of the 
Hungarian Parliament to solemnly incorporate in law the return 
of territories illegally and unjustly wrested from Hungary. The 
Hungarian Parliament was passing a law which would for ever 
proclaim that victory lies with right and justice and that it is 
impossible for any length of time to break the bonds inseparably 
uniting the parts of a country and the peoples living there by the 
irresistible force of interdepedence and the laws of historical 
conditions rooted in centuries of symbiosis.

The Premier then continued: —  “Every nation is liable to 
have blows inflicted on it and to experience suffering; but if 
the vital force of a nation is intact, the blows inflicted and the 
sufferings experienced will remain merely passing episodes in its 
life the memory of which will enable it to triumphantly rebuild
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what the storm has shattered or broken down. The tree of 
Hungarian life has oftentimes been shaken by storms; but the 
lodged trunk has always straightened out and become erect again, 
and the inner power permeating the whole has always re-set the 
torn branches firmly in the trunk. This is our greatest historical 
experience and the most convincing proof of our national power. 
In it we sense the assertion of deep-seated natural forces, of 
truths written in the lines of mountains and rivers, —  truths of 
which this nation is the self-sacrificing servant and standard- 
bearer.

"We greet the districts of Southern Hungary that have 
returned to us, —  districts which for nearly 23 years were 
compelled by the machinations of men daringly gambling with 
the destinies of peoples to live in symbiosis with elements 
mentally and morally foreign to them. The community into which 
these districts had been forced was the Yugoslav State, which 
last April provoked the fate to which its artificial and fragile 
organisation doomed it in advance. This State deliberately 
provoked the fate which overcame it when the irresistible military 
power of our mighty friends, Germany and Italy, swept down 
upon it.

"When the hour of action struck, —  when it became a 
question of ensuring the lot of our racial brethren and of the 
other nationalities loyal to us who were living beyond the 
artificially demarcated frontiers, and of safeguarding their 
security, the glorious Hungarian National Defence Army too 
started on its way to bring to the southern peripheries the libera
tion so long yearned for. Our best thanks and our profound 
gratitude are due to the National Defence soldiers, —  to the 
brave rank and file and to their fine offcers and their excellent 
leaders —  for having done their duty on the present occasion 
too, as so often during past centuries.

"But now let us with happy hearts welcome those who during 
23 years of bitter oppression too maintained intact the Magyar 
character of these districts of Southern Hungary, personifying 
the bonds which during the period of separation too linked these 
areas with the Dismembered Hungary created in the Trianon. In 
is due to their faith, their refusal to abandon hope, their courage 
and their actions that all the forces of the territories liberated 
from foreign oppression the very first moment —  like rivers 
returning to their natural beds —  gravitated in the direction and 
towards the framework in which they had for long centuries 
thrived and developed and served European culture —  towards 
the ancient framework of the Hungarian State.

"W e greet affectionately the Magyars of the re-incorporated 
districts of Southern Hungary, who during years of hard trials 
built up new forms of life to suit their status as a minority, 
—  forms of life in which all alike, throwing to the winds
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individual interests, pleasures and ambitions, toiled and laboured, 
ready to sacrifice their energy and endure ordeals and sufferings 
(even, if so required, sacrificing their lives) for their racial 
brethren. W e greet affectionately the loyal German inhabitants 
of Southern Hungary, with whom, ever since their settlement in 
the country, the Magyars have lived in a symbiosis based upon 
mutual respect and esteem, —  who proved their unswerving 
loyalty to their Hungarian fatherland by shedding their blood 
when in 1848 they fought bravely and unflinchingly on our side. 
We greet with affection the Bunyevatz and Shokatz peoples, 
which have never failed in loyalty to the ties binding them to 
the Magyars, the ever faithful people of the Murakoz district 
—  Count Nicholas Zrinyi’s gallant people — , and the Serbians 
now returning to Hungary, who during the period of separation 
too at all times remembered where they really belonged.

"In this solemn act of re-incorporation we embrace all alike 
with the same affection and offer all alike a hearty welcome. The 
people living in the re-occupied territories have now for nearly 
ten months been living once more in symbosis with the people 
living in the other parts of the country. Its blood circulation has 
once more been joined up with the life rhythm of the mother- 
country. In those territories too the spirit —  the moral code — 
is being enforced which we have held in esteem for ten centuries 
in this country of ours, which we cling to and by which we 
steer the course of our life in mutual understanding and support.

“ jEvery one must give of his best and all forces must fce 
applied to the furtherance of common interests”  —  that has been 
the fundamental principle underlying this symbiosis; and this 
fundamental principle we profess and enforce today too, a 
principle for the enforcement of which we appeal for the 
sympathy and co-operation of all those of our brethren who 
have now returned to us. The completeness of the re-incorpora- 
tion in the life of our nation of the districts now re-annexed, is 
shown most strikingly and most convincingly by the fact that 
during the ten months that have just passed these districts have 
already become enriched by the addition of a new colour and a 
new element, —  the Magyars of Bukovina, whom the people of 
Southern Hungary have received with delight and brotherly affec
tion and a fellow-feeling prepared to offer every assistance.

"A  shoot of the Hungarian trunk exiled to foreign soil has 
now returned to its native home, finding there the old homeland 
which it left more than a hundred and seventy years ago. What 
a touching symbol” —  continued the Prime Minister —  "lies 
latent in the fact that the land restored to us should in the first 
happy hours of a consciousness of Magyar interdependence have 
given a home to a family of Magyars exiled to a foreign country 
which was also returning to the bosom of its mother. A  province 
that had suffered 23 years of slavery is found welcoming home
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again a branch of the Magyar people which had suffered 170 
years of thraldom under a foreign rule! And it is our sacred 
duty —  the duty of those of us whom Trianon permitted to 
remain Magyars during the last two decades —  to make the 
people of the liberated districts of Southern Hungary forget the 
bitter memory of their slavery."

RESULTS AND AIMS REVEALED DURING LOWER HOUSE 
DEBATE ON HUNGARIAN ESTIMATES

During the debate on the budgetary Estimates in the 
Hungarian House of Deputies the Members of the Hungarian 
Cabinet made very many interesting announcements and sub
mitted reports of many valuable results achieved.

During this discussion on the Estimates, which began on 
November 11th. and came to an end on November 27th. Dr. 
Valentine Homan, Minister for Education, reported that the 
number of teachers in Dismembered Hungary had advanced from 
16,000 to 24,000, that total including 19,000 persons teaching in 
non-State schools. The social position of the teaching staff had 
considerably improved, and their advancement was much more 
rapid. The Government had allotted the amount of 4.2 million 
pengo for student welfare organisations. The non-Magyar 
inhabitants had been ensured the free use of their languages and 
the right of cultural development; and at present instruction was 
being given in non-Magyar languages in 59 secondary schools. 
In 6123 public elementary schools there had been a change of 
system, the eight-standard type being adopted there, while that 
type was very shortly to be introduced in all public elementary 
schools alike. The Minister was delighted to be able to establish 
the fact that 80% of the pupils attending school had received 
instruction either in eight elementary or at least in four 
secondary school classes. The Government was doing everything 
in its power to further the spiritual and national training and 
culture of the younger generation.

Francis Keresztes-Fischer, Minister for the Interior, then 
announced that the new public administration reform would be 
ready soon —  the reform scheme which was to render public 
administration simpler, more rapid and more modern and to 
devolve greater responsibility on the officials. There had been 
considerable progress in the development of the public hygiene 
of the villages; in particular in respect of the prevention of 
diseases, though also of up-to-date nursing and of the preserva
tion of health. There was no disputing the fact that the 
Ruthenian inhabitants of the country had never enjoyed such 
well-being as they had since the restoration of Sub-Carpathia to 
Hungary. And despite the war Hungary was spending more on 
social purposes than in the pre-war days of peace.
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The discussion of the Estimates of the Ministry for National 
Defence could indeed scarcely be described as a parliamentary 
debate at all; for the deputies speaking on behalf of all parties 
alike united in enthusiastically acclaiming the National Defence 
Army, giving such unanimous expression to their profound 
appreciation for the Minister for National Defence and for the 
suppreme military authorities that this manifestation of absolute 
harmony raised the session far above the level of customary 
debates and converted it into what was practically a festive 
assembly. Vitez Charles Bartha, Minister for National Defence, 
presented his report of the splendid development of the army 
effected with a rapidity practically without a parallel. Ha was 
proud to be able to say that the Hungarian army is excellent in 
respect of organisation, of training, of spirit and of equipment 
alike. This was due, apart from the soldierly qualities of the 
Hungarians, also to the exemplary generoisty of the nation. The 
Government was making the most far-reaching provision for the 
families of the men at the front, for the wounded and disabled 
and for the widows and orphans and other dependants of soldiers 
killed in action. Commissions of officers visited the relatives of 
the men at the front to inquire whether there were any 
complaints? The pay of the rank and file of the army at the 
front was being raised five-fold, and the family allowances of 
officers considerably increased.

During the discussion of the Estimates of the Ministry for 
Justice M. Ladislas Radocsay, Minister for Justice, pointed out 
the difficulties involved by the incorporation in the Hungarian 
legal system of the territories restored to the mother-country. 
When drafting laws the Hungarian Government had abandoned 
provisional and desultory methods. It had passed the Rehabilita
tion Act, which in the course of 8 months had removed the stigma 
of previous conviction from the certificates of character of 5000 
repentant offenders. Bills were in preparation for the regulation 
of the question of deputies’ privileges, for the revision of 
company legislation and for an amendment of the criminal code 
of laws providing for the possibility of inflicting more severe 
penalties for crimes against society, family life or religion, as 
also for certain crimes and offences against property. Everything 
was being done to reduce the number of divorce cases.

The Minister for Agriculture announced that in a few days 
he would submit a Bill relating to the outlay of a milliard 
pengo for the development of Hungarian agriculture. Hungarian 
agriculture showed a noteworthy development in respect both of 
quality and of volume of production. The area of land sown with 
oleaginous plants had increased by 50% and would next year 
increase by a further 50%. The number of model villages engaged 
in cattle-breeding had been increased from 240 to 500. The great 
floods of last spring had inundated 1,000,000 cadastral yokes;
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but of this area, by dint of strenuous efforts, 950,000 yokes had 
been successfully reclaimed for the purposes of production. The 
work of protecting the land against inundation had been made 

-difficult by the illwill of the so-called Succession States; but 
now it would be possible, in the Hungary which had regained 
so much of its territory, to provide by a more comprehensive and 
uniform system of protection to reduce the measure of the 
danger threatening agriculture. There had been a noteworthy 
development in the field of agrarian professional education.

M. Joseph Varga, speaking in his capacity as Minister for 
Commerce and Communications, began by saying that continuous 
headway was being made by the spirit which demanded for 
commerce an authority greater than that previously enjoyed by 
that branch of economic life. The Bill relating to market 
administration was ready; as was also the Bill for ensuring in 
a greater degree than hitherto the Sunday and feast-day 
holidays of commerce and industry. Hungary's principal 
economic connection was that with Germany, though there had 
been an advance also in the trade with Italy, Switzerland, 
Sweden, Finland, Bulgaria, Turkey and Slovakia. Hungary had 
at present a network of roads 96,000 kilometres in length; but 
only 32% of that network was dust-free, so that the work of free
ing the roads from dust was being considerably accelerated. Next 
year 160 villages and homestead-settlements were to be connecetd 
up with the network of roads. The work of building the bridge over 
the Danube at 6-Bud a and that over the Tisza at Pol gar was 
proceeding without a hitch. Three Danube-oceangoing boats of 
2300 tons each had also been finished; while the total length of 
air-routes served in 1940 by Hungarian civil aviation was 800,000 
kilometres. The number of telephone subscribers showed an 
advance from 142,000 to 162,000, and that of radio subscribers 
had increased to 670,000. The work done by the railways had 
been superhuman; that is why the number of employees had 
been increased by 11,400, while 122,000 pengo had been 
appropriated for investments. Wages had been raised every
where; and the 39,500 children of the 24,000 employees under 
the control of the department of commerce had received 
schooling allowances.

In his capacity as Minister for Industry M. Joseph Varga 
announced that the value of the 1940 output of Hungarian 
industry was 4.4 million pengo —  as against 3.6 million pengo 
in the previous year. The number of working hours in our 
manufacturing industry had advanced in the course of a single 
year from 69 to 73 millions. The experiments made with substitute 
materiale had on the whole shown satisfactory results, though 
industry had felt the shortage or indeed entire lack of certain 
foreign raw materials. There was a shortage of building materials 
still in evidence, though in the first quarter of the year the
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output of building materials was 60% in excess of the peak 
point previously recorded, while during the same period the 
building activity showed an increase of 75%. The number of 
hands engaged in the factories in June, 1941, had been 371,000, 
as against 355,000 in June, 1940. Unemployment had practically 
ceased altogether; and the number of workers employed had 
reached a peak point. The Government had naturally been 
compelled to introduce a system of control of materials, and 
had, for instance, been driven to enforce exceptionally severe 
restrictions in the textile industry; while there were serious 
obstacles impeding the provision of shoes. There had been an 
enormous development in the manufacture of aluminium. The 
power stations of the electric works showed an increase of 10.7% 
while the consumption of industrial electrical energy showed an 
advance of 13%. Very favourable were the results shown by 
the mineral oil prospecting operations. The Minister announced 
that there was in preparation a Bill relating to the nationalisa
tion of labour exchanges and employment agencies, this leading 
to an elimination of the role played in this field by party 
politics. A  Chamber of Labour was also to be established. 
Hungarian industry was developing magnificently, offering 
splendid prospects for the future; unfortunately, however, the war 
was creating difficulties in industry and demanding sacrifice of 
the labourers too.

The expose of the Minister for Foreign Affairs is being 
dealt with in a separate article.

In the name of the Prime Minister, who was absent, 
Secretary-of-State Francis Zsindely annonced that the Press 
Chamber Bill was being drafted. He stressed that the Magyars 
were showing the greatest goodwill in their treatment of the 
non-Magyar minorities, not only ensuring the rights of those 
minorities, but taking the greatest care to provide that there 
should not be any hitch in the exercise of those rights.

General Alexander Gyorffy-Bengyel, Minister for Public 
Supplies, announced that the yield of corn was sufficient to 
ensure the population of the country being provided uninter
ruptedly by a judicious distribution of the supplies available. The 
stocks of fats and bacon were to. be kept on record in order 
to prevent a perpetuation of the difficulties. Bread coupons (for 
use in restaurants) and a uniform system of food tickets were 
to be introduced. The Minister desired to increase the produc
tion of milk and proposed to introduce also fat coupons. 
Provision was to be made for cheap footwear for labourers. In 
Transylvania, within the framework of a separate action, 16,800 
pairs of shoes had been distributed at low prices; and among the 
workers of the country generally 100,000 pairs of cheap buskins 
with leather soles had been distributed. He desired with the aid 
of a popular clothing action to render possible the supply of
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cheap clothes and linen. He would take up the cudgels against 
all unjustifiable raising of prices; though a certain advance of 
prices was a natural consequence of the abnormal conditions 
prevailing.

M. Louis Remenyi-Schneller, Minister of Finance, was 
delighted to be able to establish the fact that we had succeeded 
in maintaining the stability of value of our currency, which we 
should ensure in the future too. He proposed to bring about a 
harmony between agrarian and industrial prices on the one hand 
and the emoluments of public employees on the other hand. The 
cause of the increase in the note circulation was the aggrandise
ment of the country; and in consequence that increase had not 
acted as a factor inducing an advance of prices. There had been 
a material improvement in respect of the conscientousness of 
tax-payers, —  a circumstance proving that the nation trusts the 
Government and is prepared to make sacrifices to ensure its 
future. He had no intention of interfering with the serious investment 
of capital, but would exterminate all unjustifiable speculation. 
He proposed to effectuate a small-scale increase of the emolu
ments of employees in the lower categories; but the centre of 
gravity was to be a material raising of the scale of family 
allowances. He could not but feel moved when telling the House 
of the enormous crowds of people subscribing the Transylvanian 
Premium Loan or of how very large numbers of small existences 
had offered their mites —  50 or 100 pengo —  for' the support of 
the noble cause.

SOUTHERN HUNGARY BEGINS TO THRIVE
The regions of Southern Hungary which returned to the 

mother-country barely six months ago are developing with intense 
rapidity and making such rapid strides forward that the advance 
made seems almost incredible to those familiar with the con
ditions brought into being by Yugoslav rule. This ancient Member 
of the Hungarian body politic has already become once more 
so closely united with the mother-country that travellers are 
scarcely aware at all when their train or their car crosses the 
former Trianon frontier. During the six months that have just 
passed the Hungarian Government has left no stone unturned to 
heal the wounds inflicted on this veritable Canaan by the in
competence of a foreign people.

Southern Hungary is perhaps the most fertile wheat-growing 
territory in the world. In this territory the problem of the land 
is the pivot of life. It is the soil and the corn springing from that 
soil that determine the form of life, the culture and indeed also 
the spiritual attitude of this region. It is for that very reason that 
the Hungarian Government made it its primary and most 
important business to adjust the conditions of landed property
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rendered so chaotic by the Serbians during the twenty-two years 
of their rule. As is well known, at the time of the change of 
rule two decades ago the Yugoslav authorities simply turned the 
Magyar landowners out of their estates without offering any 
compensation, and replaced them by the importation of Balkan 
peasants who in many cases were totally ignorant of agriculture, 
doing so in order to further the serbisation of this Magyar region 
and to thereby prove to the outside world that the Southern 
Hungary allotted to Yugoslavia was Serbian territority.

In earlier numbers of our Review we have repeatedly spoken 
of the work of settlement and of the allotment of land to the 
poor. Those estates which prior to the Peace Edict of Trianon 
were in Magyar hands have now been distributed by the 
Hungarian Government among landless agriculturists. During 
recent months the town of Szabadka allotted 8500 cadastral 
yokes of land to poor villagers, doing so in order to ensure the 
honest cultivation of the soil by creating small independent 
existences. The town of Ujvidek has also allotted land —  2500 
yokes —  for a similar purpose, stipulating that of this area 500 
yokes should be reserved for the purposes of kitchen gardening, 
that ensuring the provision of the vegetables required by the 
consumers belonging to the jurisdiction of the town. In the 
environs of Zenta 150 families (with altogether 970 children) have 
been allotted about 1500 yokes.

Apart from the allotment of land, the Government is using 
every means to support the cause of agriculture. At Szabadka 
an agricultural college and at Ujvidek and Kula secondary 
schools of agriculture have been established. At Ujvidek an 
agricultural experimental station has been set up to assist farmers 
in Southern Hungary by giving them advice. Trained agricultural 
inspectors have been placed in control of the villages.

Apart from constructive work and measures in the field 
of agriculture the Government is using every effort in all 
branches of life to assist the inhabitants of Southern Hungary. 
A measure of great importance in the field of industry is the 
enhanced emphasis laid on the training of apprentices, —  a 
measure intended to prevent the botchery previously so luxuriant 
in this territory. Today, apprentices are already in a position to 
present themselves for examination fully prepared to qualify as 
journeymen or masters respectively, that being calculated to 
effectually further the development of the Hungarian industry 
of these districts. The Government has rendered the labouring 
classes too a signal service by the adjustment of the question 
of wages. In the Serbian world of former days the standard of 
life of the working classes was far lower in these districts than 
it was in Hungary proper. For that very reason wages in the 
districts of Southern Hungary recently re-incorporated have 
been adjusted to the scale in force in the mother-country, that
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involving an advance of some 20% in the standard of life of the 
workers of those districts.

A  measure for the development of industry of exceptionally 
great importance is the construction of an export slaughter-house 
at Ujvidek. The operations for the extension of the slaughter
house were begun last month; and, once they are completed, U j
videk will possess the largest slaughter-house in the country — 
a slaughter-house the importance of which consists, not only in 
its being the largest, but also in its producing primarily for 
export.

In the field of social policy the social regulations prevailing 
in the mother-country have been introduced in Southern Hungary 
too. Begging has been stopped; and the towns have undertaken 
to themselves provide for the indigent. People's kitchens have 
been established, actions initiated for providing the poor with 
clothing, and hundreds of social mission sisters are engaged in 
looking after the welfare of paupers. In illustration of this poor 
relief work it will perhaps suffice to note that the town of Uj
videk alone is spending more than 250,000 pengo on the indigent, 
while at Szabadka more than 500,000 pengo are being appro
priated for the family and people's protection fund.

In the districts of Southern Hungary now in a state of 
recovery fresh life is being poured into the deserted towns; and 
the European civilisation exiled from that region for more than 
twenty years is again gaining ground. At Ujvidek during last 
month the sum of 500,000 pengo was spent on road-paving and 
house-repairs, while at Szabadka the work of extending and 
modernising the railway terminus has been begun —  at a cost 
estimated to amount to 200,000 pengo.

In the field of culture special mention is due to the people's 
college at Palics, the object of which is to provide trained 
leaders to take over control of the villages. As an interesting, 
living refutation of the charge of minority oppression brought 
against Hungary we would note that the teaching of Serbian has 
been made an ordinary (obligatory) subject in the Magyar 
schools —  and that despite the fact that the Serbians constitute 
only a minority in the "Bacslca" region.
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